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Le Monde De Sophie
The Sophie Toscan du Plantier documentaries, recently released on Sky and Netflix suffer from the same frustrating flaw.
Did Sophie Toscan du Plantier documentaries overlook crucial elements of the case?
Singer Sinead met the writer in Cork to interview him for her newspaper column, and told the Irish Sun: 'I can certainly see how someone other than myself would have felt very threatened.' ...
Sinead O'Connor says journalist Ian Bailey is 'frightening' when drunk and became 'threatening'
Indian opposition disrupts parliament to demand inquiry as Paris prosecutors examine allegations ...
Pegasus project sparks clamour for investigations into use of NSO spyware
France is taking the lead in making life unpleasant for the unvaccinated, even requiring some people to get shots. Protesters see a soft dictatorship dawning.
Persuasion vs. Coercion: Vaccine Debate in Europe Heats Up
France has decided to re-adjust its security protocols, especially those regarding President Emmanuel Macron, in light of the Pegasus spyware case, said government spokesman Gabriel Attal on Thursday.
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